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CLOSING REMARKS



EQUITY/VALUES/TRUST
Climate services must understand the decision-makers context, and then provide the informationthat is robust and useable (in that context)
Humility from the science community. Lose theegos
Local focus/concern is often NOT based onscientific information but local information beingechoed on the ground (IPTK)
Adaptation service providers (and/or climateservices) have to build trust with theirstakeholders
Climate literacy (of whom?) is an importantparallel driver (wider literacy around climatescience; also, scientists need to learn to speakpolicy-literacy)

GEOGRAPHY/FOCUS
There is a role for an expert communities ofpractice? (and guidance – but don’t re-invent)
Local context/partnerships essential: truemultidisciplinarity. Local ownership ofknowledge brokerage is more likely to succeed

Tools for decision making are country specific.Whomakes those tools?
What is the relationship with more globalcommunities of practice

How do we comm/reach betweencommunities. How do we coordinated?
OTHERDon’t re-invent/Don’t forget costsGlossary/terminology (robust! Decision-makers, etc.)Quality assurance/standardization of climate servicesEthical considerations around how info is used
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3 FACETS FOR ADAPTATION SERVICES

1. Access to allrelevantinformation andease of location



• The wiki-style resource that supports easy location of and access todiverse climate change and vulnerability information including:
• open-source information platforms and tools (e.g. for climate projections, globalobservational data, crop-modelling, water resources, etc., etc.)
• climate change risk analyses by country and by sector
• online training materials and capacity support for interpreting and using climatechange information
• practical guidance for writing proposals for climate finance

• It would:
• expand and evolve in response to feedback from all users
• give opportunity to comment on and debate the usage of information sources
• provide guidance specific to those seeking climate finance (e.g. GCF) but couldeasily expand to serve other climate finance organizations (World Bank, GEF, AF)
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THE CLIMATE INFORMATION WIKI
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CLIMATE INFORMATION GATEWAY/WIKI
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1. Access to allrelevantinformation andease of location

2. Advice andguidance on thedistillation/integration/co-productionprocess

3 FACETS FOR ADAPTATION SERVICES
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IPCC Technical Guidelines for
assessing climate change impacts and
adaptations(1994)

UNDP Adaptation Policy
Frameworks for Climate
ChangeF (2004)
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1. Access to allrelevantinformation andease of location

2. Advice andguidance on thedistillation and co-productionprocess

3. A trusted expertcommunity whocan do this

3 FACETS FOR ADAPTATION SERVICES



https://cpo.noaa.gov/divisions-programs/climate-and-societal-interactions/cap-risa/



• ‘Climate services’ is not a new idea. But a refresh with a clear, improvedconnection with users is timely
• Products are not sufficient. Success is seeing them contribute to decisions
• Huge literature on adaptation support/decision support? Has it informed, orwhy has it not? What are we doing / going to do that it hasn’t done?
• Climate finance community can provide a ‘demand’ for the goals we aretalking about (if we can arrive at clear ‘good practices’ that countries choose toadopt/use)
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FINAL REMARKS


